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Prologue

“What is man ?” Buber wrote of a Hasidist who once addressed
his students thus: “I wanted to write a book called Adam, which
would be about the whole man. But then I decided not to write it.”
If answering the question “What is man?” by itself is so challenging and difficult, what might be said about an effort to write
not of man only but of God, man, and world? Under specialistic
attitudes of our time, a number of characterizations come to mind.
Not all are complimentary! And yet how does one begin to consider the question “What is man ?” unless the ways are kept open
that relate man to God and to the world ?
Not only do the ways in which God and the world appear to
man change in time, but man’s nature also changes in appearance
according to the appearances of God and the world. For example,
the man Moses, or Abraham, or Isaac, or Jacob—in short, the man
of the Old Testament—appeared in a certain manner, the early
Christian in a different way; in later Christianity the philosophical
Aquinas and his followers displayed a different variation of man,
as does the contemporary Christian. It is similar with respect to
the world as it appeared to Heraclitus or Parmenides, or to later
Greeks, Plato or Aristotle, and then to Galileo or Newton, and in
our own century to Einstein or Bohr. General references are suggested by the names “ancient man” or “modern man.” In particular
there are the names “the Greek” or “the Renaissance man,” etc.
The complexity of the subject to be treated of in answering the
question “What is man ?” thus becomes evident. In order to relate
the different appearances of God, man, and world in different
times, and in different philosophies in our own time, these remarks
suggest that the subject can be approached by the use of the symbol
called a matrix:

God
man
world
A number of years ago, because of a psychological reaction, I began
* Revised version of the annual address.
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to see the usefulness of the matrix. This reaction began when the
word “seminal” appeared in common language as a kind of slogan
term. It seemed that one had only to refer to an idea as a “seminal
idea” to support the contention that there was something good or
even necessary about the idea. A walk around an oak tree one day
observing the thousands of acorns strewn over the ground in
various stages of decay caused me to wonder how anyone could
term an idea “seminal” in anything but a superficial or trite sense.
Matrix, when its contents are defined as seeds of thought, seems
more promising. Many questions pour into the mind that testify
to the use of the symbol: What is God ? What is man ? What is the
world? What brings them together in the array? What is the relation of God to man? Of man to God? Of God to the world?
Of the world to God? And what of the relation of man to the
world ? Of the world to man ? In each case there are two senses or
directions of relations between any two elements of the matrix.
At the outset, God, man, and world are only words to which
content is given when a particular philosophy is under consideration. This opdnness of the matrix, wherein from being words only
the elements of the matrix become terms or names for specific
content, is illustrated in the following examples.
“God” to some means the god of the philosophers. “God” to
others means the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. So with this
understanding of two possible meanings of the variable word G-o-d
one can compare the meanings of the questions cited above which
may be given by one whose religion depends upon the Old Testament and one who is a philosopher whose concern is chiefly, if not
solely concerned with proving God’s existence. As another example, if one thinks of “Lord” or “Jesus” instead of “God” then
each of the questions above is enriched with different meanings.
So it is with the words “man” and “world.” This illustrates how
the matrix is the means for understanding relations between different religions and philosophies. That is, it is a means for ordering comparisons and contrasts of the contents of one religion or
philosophy with another as it is displayed in its own matrix. In
other words, the relations go outside one matrix to another.
But as already indicated, there are also relations within a given
matrix. What is tiie relation of God to man ? Of man to God ? The
content which is given to each of the elements or terms in a given
matrix may thus be generally described as homogeneous. This is
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consistent with what was said above that the answers to the question “What is man?” depend upon the answers given to the questions “What is God?” and “What is the world?”

As given, the matrix consists of three terms. But it may be expanded to more than one column so as to bring out the parts of
each element. Proceeding in the opposite direction, philosophies
arise in which there are fewer than three rows. Such a matrix is
referred to as a reduced matrix. Examples will follow.
Appearances

of the

Matrix

in

Our Time

About the time of Galileo and the beginning of “modem” science,
man generally still acknowledged a belief in God. Yet his mind
was turning more and more toward science instead of revelation
as the source of truth. When in our day it became popular to say
that “God is dead,” there were two alternatives as to how to regard the place in the matrix occupied by the word “God”: either
to place a zero there or to do away with the space and express
realities and relations between them with a reduced matrix.
In the period between the beginning of modem science and the
time when it was asserted that “God is dead,” there were men who
remained dedicated to religion yet in their thought became firmly
grounded in and also contributed to science. But what science
taught concerning the world brought disturbance to their minds.
Although such disturbances at first were neutral with respect to
the relation of man to God, nevertheless this growing relation between man and world disturbed what was referred to above as the
homogeneity of the matrix. The relations between man and God
and those between man and the world in one way or another did
not fit in describing man. The popular mind is well aware of the
mutually exclusive thoughts resulting from either man created by
God (as in Genesis) or man as a chance happening according to
evolutionary theories.
The general anxiety thus arising is difficult to describe. But
there were two philosopher-scientists, both intensely religious, one
Christian, the other Jewish, who gave specific instances of how
science affected the spirit of man. (In the next section an alternate
view will be given, in which everything of the transcendental is
set aside and man is reduced in his relationships to what is in the
world alone, whether other men or things. In the two former
cases the three element matrix is preserved, but in the latter case
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we have a matrix reduced to two elements, the place assigned to

God being removed.)
Pascal, solidly Christian, was emotionally distraught by the immensity of the macrocosmos. Bergson, for the most part solidly
dedicated to the Hebrew Word although late in life he wavered
in the direction of accepting Christianity, was deeply affected by
the smallness in the microcosmos. But it should be noted that science impresses upon us new ideas not only about space but also
about time. So both Pascal and Bergson were, each in his own way,
affected by time—Pascal associating eternity of time with immensity of space and Bergson the insignificance of the “now” as it
is associated with smallness in space. As for time, Pascal wrote:
When I consider the short duration of my life, swallowed up in the eternity
before and after, the little space which I fill, and even can see, engulfed in
the infinite immensity of spaces of which I am ignorant, and which know
me not, I am frightened, and am astonished at being here rather than
there; for there is no reason why here rather than there, why now rather
then then. Who has put me here? By whose order and direction have this
place and time been allotted to me ?1

And, as for space he wrote: “The Eternal silence of these infinite
spaces frightens me” (ibid., no. 206).
Bergson’s philosophy of time is important because of the smallness of time events brought to light by science. The now as ordinarily thought of becomes so small as to nearly vanish when
crushed between the past and the future. For Bergson the time of
the now had to be something more than the instant approaching
aero. It had to have a length, a dwree in his native French. Perhaps
the quantum of energy of the new physics might have suggested to
him a quantum of time, a time long enough so that man could
sense a flowing in each now.
And for Bergson, what of space? Space, as it is considered in
biology, is small as contrasted with the vastness of space that Pascal
felt. The vastness of space is brought to man by the telescope; its
smallness by the microscope. What concerned Bergson was that
however small the spaces that appeared in the microscope and even
those smaller still as imagined with the mind’s eye as it depends on
science, in those spaces there is always inert matter.
In Bergson’s Creative Evolution the index carries about seventy
lines referring to inert matter. Some of these have as many as six
1 Blaise Pascal, Pensces: Thoughts on Religion and other subjects (New

York: Washington Square Press, e. 1965), no. 205.
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entries. This is an astonishing fact about one who today is so often
castigated from both the scientific and the religious side for being
the philosopher of elan vital. Where then amid inert matter is
there a place for life? In one place he asks this question in the
following way:
The resistance of inert matter was the obstacle that had first to be overcome.
Life seems to have succeeded in this by dint of humility, by making itself
very small and very insinuating. . . .Life had to enter thus into the habits
of inert matter, in order to draw it little by little, magnetized, as it were,
to another track.2

Naturalism

, the Reduced

Matrix

John Dewey is an example of the exclusive naturalist. He developed a personal faith which depended solely upon truths in
which only man and the world have reality. God and all traces of
the supernatural were forbidden. Beyond this as a personal faith
Dewey expresses himself as an activist in proposing that his personal faith is what ought to become the common faith of all men.
The example of Dewey is treated of here in three steps, largely
by quoting his own words: First: By reference to Dewey’s explicit
conclusions against Christian faith and his resulting reconstructions
of the meanings of “religious,” “revelation,” and “God.” Second:
By example of his activistic admonitions to make what is a personal faith into a common faith. Third: By a statement of his faith.

1. Reconstructions of “religious” “revelation” and “God”

a. Religious is an affirmative word for Dewey; though according
to his meaning of that term. But religion has no place in his thought
except to be denied. Here are some phrases in A Common Faith 2a
from chapter I, devoted to the distinction Dewey draws between
religion and religious.
I am not proposing a religion, but rather the emancipation of elements and
outlooks that may be called religious. (p. 8]
The adjective "religious” denotes nothing in the way of a specifiable entity, either institutional or as a system of beliefs. It does not denote anything
to which one can specifically point as one can point to this and that historic
2 Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution (New York: Henry Holt & Co., c.
1911), pp. 98-99.
2a John Dewey, A Common Faith (New Haven and London ; Yale University Press, c. 1934).
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religion or existing church. ... It denotes attitudes that may be taken toward every object and every proposed end or ideal. [p. 9-10]
The intent of this discussion is not to deny the genuineness of the result
nor its importance in life [i.e. of religious]. It is not, save incidentally, to
point out the possibility of a purely naturalistic explanation of the event
(regarded by those who suppose its support to be in the supernatural]. [p. 13]
The opposition between religious values as I conceive them and religions
is not to be bridged. Just because the release of these values is so important,
their identification with creeds and cults of religions must be dissolved.
(p. 28]

b. Collins quotes Dewey’s reconstruction of revelation as follows:
Revelation means effective discovery, the actual ascertaining or guaranteeing
to man of the truth of his life and the reality of the Universe.8

c. Dewey’s definition of God depends in turn on what he means by
The aims and ideals that move us are generated through imagination. But
they are not made out of imaginary stuff. They are made out of the hard
stuff of the world of physical and social experience.3
45

For example, from “the idea of rearrangement of existing things
that would evolve new objects” as in the work of a painter, a
musician, a poet, a philanthropist, a moral prophet, “. . . old things
in new relations serving a new end which the new end aids in
creating,” (Common Faith, p. 49). So now to the definition of God:
These considerations may be applied to the idea of God, or, to avoid misleading conceptions, to the idea of the divine. This idea is, as I have said,
one of ideal possibilities unified through imaginative realization and projection. But this idea of God, or of the divine, is also connected with all
the natural forces and conditions—including man and human association—
that promote the growth of the ideal and that further its realization. We are
in the presence neither of ideals completely embodied in existence nor yet
of ideals that are mere rootless ideals, fantasies, utopias. For there are
forces in nature and society that generate and support the ideals. They are
further unified by the action that gives them coherence and solidity. It is
this active relation between ideal and actual to which I would give the
same “God.” 5

Lest there be any confusion of Dewey’s use of ideal with what
for some might suggest the Divine or things related thereto, he
adds,
I would not insist that the name must be given. There are those who hold
that the associations of the term with the supernatural are so numerous and
3 James Collins, Crossroads in Philosophy (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co.,
c. 1962),(p. 203, quoted form Christianity and Democracy by Dewey, p. 64.
* Dewey, Common Faith, p. 49.
5 Ibid., pp. 50-51.
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close that any use of the word “God” is sure to give rise to misconception
and be taken as a concession to traditional ideas.4

(Of the reconstructed words Dewey uses “religious” and
“faith” many times. Religious, as I understand Dewey, is the emotional appeal for rearrangement of things already existing for
something new, as when an artist draws a picture, a poet writes a
poem. Faith will receive a special place in step 3 to follow.)
Dewey’s unqualified exclusion of the transcendental reduces even
what he terms “divine” to something natural, and the place in the
matrix named “God” vanishes.
2. Dewey’s activism.

In treating of Dewey’s activism in this step a number of quotations are inserted, because it is unquestioned that his influence
upon thought today is enormous. Dewey takes pains to emphasize
that his conclusions relating man solely to the world even to the
utter exclusion of the supernatural should be extended to an activism that strives to convert all to his faith. Thus he seeks to make
“a common faith” when by release from the pressures upon thought
of the super-natural man is “emancipated.” Energies are released
for what he calls experimental and scientific humanism.
Dewey condemns all forms of uniqueness of what in religion is
attributed to religion. Instead he substitutes the uniqueness of
natural experience alone.
. . . the claim on the part of religions to possess a monopoly of ideals and
of the supernatural means by which alone, it is alleged, they can be furthered, stands in the way of the realization of distinctly religious values
inherent in natural experience.67

“Distinctly religious values” does not at all refer to what is related to religion, but to Dewey’s meaning of religions as referred
to earlier. Further, with Dewey’s meaning of religious in mind,
and by the total exclusion of what is from revelation, all of which
is now out of the way, the reconstructed religious ought to receive all one’s energy.
For were we to admit that there is but one method for ascertaining fact
and truth—that conveyed by the word “scientific” in its most general and
generous sense—no discovery in any branch of knowledge and inquiry could

6 Ibid., p. 51.
7 Ibid., pp. 27-28.
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then disturb the faith that is religious. ... It is probably impossible to
imagine the amount of intellectual energy that has been diverted from normal processes of arriving at intellectual conclusions because it has gone
into rationalization of the doctrines entertained by historic religions.8

(There is an element of truth in this. But in its context it is not
the words but the purpose that should be kept in mind. It is not
that the abuses within religion ought to be corrected. Instead, it is
because religion has been abused, that it should therefore be discarded. This is a common piece of logic today, applied to a number
of things—to science because of the evils of its extensive use by
industry, to industry because of smog, to physics because of the
atom bomb, and, closer to our own home, to philosophy too. It is
amazing how many intellects of our day assume such an illogical
position. Even that great prince of logic Bertrand Russell uses such
reasoning against Christianity.)
3. Dewey’s faith.
Before referring to Dewey’s meaning of faith, let us recall that
faith as we usually think of it in the world refers to belief in the
Christian religidn, which in turn is asserted to depend on revelation. Dewey says,
All religions, as I pointed out in the preceding chapter, involve specific intellectual beliefs, and they attach—some greater, some less—importance to
assent to these doctrines as true, true in the intellectual sense. They have
literatures held especially sacred, containing historical material with which
the validity of the religions is connected. They have developed a doctrinal
apparatus it is incumbent upon “believers” (with varying degrees of strictness in different religions) to accept They also insist that there is some
special and isolated channel of access to the truths they hold.9

And somewhat later,
But these denominations have also, with exceptions numerically insignificant, retained a certain indispensable minimum of intellectual content. They
ascribe peculiar, religious force to certain literary documents and certain
historic personages. Even when they have greatly reduced the bulk of intellectual content to be accepted, they have insisted at least upon theism and
the immortality of the individual.10

So with faith in that sense set aside we read a part of what may
be regarded as Dewey’s statement of faith:
8Ibid., p. 33.
9 Ibid., p. 29.
10 Ibid., pp. 30-31.
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For, I would remind readers in conclusion, it is the intellectual side of the
religious attitude that I have been considering. I have suggested that the
religious element in life has been hampered by conceptions of the supernatural that were imbedded in those cultures wherein man had little control over outer nature and little in the way of sure method of inquiry and
test. The crisis today as to the intellectual content of religious belief has
been caused by the change in the intellectual climate due to the increase of
our knowledge and our means of understanding. I have tried to show that
this change is not fatal to the religious values in our common experience,
however adverse its impact may be upon historic religions. Rather, provided
that the methods and results of intelligence at work are frankly adopted,
the change is liberating.11

What sets Dewey and his kind apart is not “humanism” as such.
Instead it is his scientific or experimental humanism which assumes the exclusive monopoly over the mind. Contemporary “humanists” do not have an exclusive right to that title; for clarity
it should be noted, that charity united with faith has humanism in
what they include. Pascal and Bergson, not to forget Swedenborg
before 1744, that is, as a philosopher and scholar in his own right,
give ample testimony that deep penetration of interests and action
of thought into science in itself does not lead to denial of religion.
It is the adoption of an exclusive relation between man and the
world that does so; it is represented in the reduced matrix of only
two elements, man and world.

The Matrix

Grows

in

Content

We turn now to a case history in which revelation affects the
thought of our time, an influence that should not be confused with
that of the church as organized religion.
Kierkegaard, trained for the Lutheran ministry, lived a relatively
short life during the first half of the nineteenth century. He is credited by twentieth century existential philosophers, both the atheistic
and theistic kinds, as the originator of the term existentialism.
His dependence on revelation is illustrated by two examples.
First, his reading of the two Great Commandments so that the
totality expressed in the First Commandment was such as to
exclude what is said in the Second Commandment. Here is an
appearance of a human tendency toward the exclusive in theology.
It is a parallel with the exclusive in the scientific or in the specialistic attitude that reduces the ideal or useful thought exclusively
11 Ibid., p. 56.
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to the practical on the natural plane. To love the Lord with all of
Kierkegaard’s might prevents him from having any other love of
any kind, even of the girl to whom he is engaged. Hence what
cannot be loved, even Regina Olsen, becomes “the object.” With
no rancour, but with forced acknowledgement of the situation such
as it was, the engagement was broken. Many engagements are
broken. Some entered the history of nations. But this one entered
the history of thought. Kierkegaard now travels the road of what
Kierkegaard, and later Buber, calls the “single one.” This “single
one” is not that of the one who lives from and for himself. This
single one is alone with God. Our matrix now has only two words,
God and Kierkegaard. A radical meaning of “single one” as self
alone, a matrix of one element only “self” is illustrated by the case
of Max Stimer. (Discussed by Buber in Between Man and Man.
Max Stimer (1806-1856) is the pen name of Johann Kaspar
Schmidt. His book The Ego and His Own appeared in English
in 1907. See Encyclopedia of Philosophy).
The second example of Kierkegaard’s dependence on revelation
involves the story of Abraham and Isaac. According to Kierkegaard man is such that he lives in one of three stages: First, the
aesthetic, where man lives most of the time. It is the life of body
and sense requirements. The second is the ethical. It is removed
by what we might call a discrete degree from the aesthetic. It is
expressed in the powerful language of the mutually exclusive in
Kierkegaard’s doctrine of the either/or, that is either the aesthetic
or the ethical. This either/or has “absolute significance” when, and
only when, good is lined up on one side and evil on the other,
(cf. e.g., Either/Or, II: 161). The third is the religious stage. The
“universal laws” are already present in the second stage. If “Thou
shalt not kill” is an example in that stage then the religious stage
is something above even the Decalogue. To obey the specific command of God places Abraham in a sole relation with God. Again
there is the appearance of an exclusiveness such that when referred
to the matrix it would be a reduced matrix. Had Abraham talked
with Sarah or with Isaac about the impending sacrifice “then Abraham would not have been Abraham.” Abraham was Abraham because as the single one he drew the knife, only to be prevented
from the actual act by a command that rescinded the earlier one.
About one hundred years after Kierkegaard, Martin Buber
wrote his critique of Kierkegaard. Buber makes use of various
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phrases to aid him in expressing the meaning of his expression
“between man and man” which is the title of a book of essays by
him which we have already referred to. This relation is avoided by
Kierkegaard in seeking to become what he calls “The Single One."
Buber quotes from Kierkegaard’s journals:
And how does one become a Single One? The answer begins with the
formulation, obviously more valid in the problem under discussion, that one
should be, “regarding the highest concerns, related solely to God.”12

Buber, speaking of himself might remark that being a Jew he
knew Jesus as a Jew. But here he is speaking of Kierkegaard, and
as a philosopher of the dialogue he must understand Kierkegaard
himself. And so he condemns Kierkegaard because he does not
follow “his master” Buber, himself a translator of the Bible, so
states the second commandment that there is no possible suggestion
that one loves the Lord like one loves self. He says, “The neighbour is to be loved ‘as one like myself’ (not ‘as I love myself’)”
(Ibid. p. 51). He quotes Kierkegaard, “In order to come to love,”
says Kierkegaard about his renunciation of Regina Olsen, “I had
to remove the object” (Ibid., p 52).
That, says Buber,
is to sublimely misunderstand God. Creation is not a hurdle on the road to
God, it is the road itself. We are created along with one another and directed to a life with one another. Creatures are placed in my way so that
I, their fellow-creature, by means of them and with them find the way to
God. A God reached by their exclusion would not be the God of all lives
in whom all life is fulfilled. A God in whom only the parallel lines of single
approaches intersect is more akin to the “God of the philosophers” than to
the “God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob.”13

Buber in discussing Kierkegaard’s renunciation of Regina Olsen,
since Kierkegaard was a Lutheran, suggests that very naturally
he must have been aware of a possible contrast against Martin
Luther who “broke out” of the monastery and married Katharina.
But that takes us aside from the matrices of Kierkegaard and
Buber.
It may be timely to refer here to something in The Divine
Providence, not expressly with respect to the Two Great Commandments, but rather to the Decalogue and its two parts, one
for the Lord and the other for man.
12 Martin Buber, Between Man and Man (New York: Macmillan Co., c.
1965), p. 51.
13 Ibid., p. 52.
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In view of the fact that there is conjunction of the Lord with man and of
man with the Lord, there are two tables of the Law, one for the Lord, and
the other for man. So far as man as of himself keeps the laws of his table,
the Lord enables him to observe the laws of the Lord’s table. A man, however who does not keep the laws of his table, which are referable to love
for the neighbor, cannot do the laws of the Lord’s table, which are all
referable to love for the Lord. [DP 95]

So we begin to anticipate with regard to the matrix as it becomes more and more infilled with content. There is a hierarchy
within the Decalogue which supplies content in each element of the
matrix. In the place reserved for God, the Love of God, in that
place reserved for man, the love of the neighbor and to honor
father and mother, in the place where “world” appears, the external meanings of the admonitions “Thou shalt not . . .” each of
which in the literal sense has to do with things in the world, not
to kill bodies, not to steal property, etc.
But to go back, let us refer briefly and incompletely to what
Buber himself has to offer beyond his critique of Kierkegaard.
First, Buber as* the philosopher of the dialogue gives many examples of dialogue, so many that one might not think of some without his suggestions. Second, as cited above in a quotation, “creation” as understood by Buber takes place in the here and how.
Creation “is the road to God” in man’s relation to others. Third,
his distinction in his writings between the dialogue and the monologue complements what can be distinguished from debate. The
monologue, as Buber takes pains to point put, is what is the all
of Heidegger’s philosophy as understood by Buber, reducing the
matrix to one element “self.” The debate is not explicitly discussed
by Buber, yet we recognize when we stop to think about it, that
it carries us outside the matrix. For it does not involve the relation “between man and man” in Buber’s sense. The debate cuts
off that relation. It is as if one were wall-eyed when he addresses
the other, concerned to glance aside to see how others are reacting.
Especially is he trying to please or to convert them. True, it is a
relation with others but not with the one with whom we are pretending to have a dialogue.
The very substance of the remarks in this talk itself, however
much not intended, could be wall-eyed, if I make them only so as
to please. To please I hope! But not to do so for the gain of one
author against the other, nor for my gain, but rather as an exten-
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sion of the application of truth. This may have no relation to regeneration. It has relation first to what is neutral to that. Here it
has relation first to the meaning of words, as dialogue distinct from
monologue and debate, and in general with truths about the use of
the matrix.
. . . that all who have a love for discerning whether a thing is true that
someone else says, have spiritual light; whereas those who have a love
merely for confirming what someone else has said, have natural light
[D Wis. 69]

One cannot judge the intention in an exposition, whether it be
about the spiritual or the natural. But one can judge for himself
what he would intend in what he says, and by that token the above
statement becomes an instruction, a practical instruction to the
individual man.
To return once more to Buber, only to refer to two notions important to his thought. Each one deserves its own exposition.
“I-Thou,” is what he calls a primary word where the Thou
affects the I. When I have an I-Thou relation, what happens to
me? Suerly as I glance through the matrix and I consider the
I-Thou, with God, with man, yes, even with the world, there are
examples of what happens to me whenever I have an I-Thou relation—this is in distinction to another primary word “I-It.”
With respect to God, to prove His existence and many other
things not only in philosophy but sometimes also in theology, there
is an I-It only. The science of religion when it looks wall-eyed at
the science of our day as a model becomes simply objective, with
I-It relations.
The word between in the relation “between man and man,” like
the hyphen that joins I to Thou, becomes a part of the whole, of
what is primary. The between is not a preposition only.
At any rate both the “I-Thou” and “between man and man”
emphasize that our matrix is inadequate. Already we realize that
the single column of God, man, and world is insufficient, even if,
as above, changes are made from “God” to “Lord,” etc., or from
“man” to “self,” or if we recite the variety of aspects or meanings
of “world.” Man, for example, must have relation to another man,
and to other men, man must be related to society. Our new symbol
is no longer a matrix. Our matrix seems to want to grow, to add
a second column, because of the relation between man and man.
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But it is not a matrix because there is no corresponding content
or even name or term in the second column associated with God
or the world.
Incidentally, somewhat aside, the mathematician who knows this
kind of matrices might suggest that we could put zeros in those
two places to form a matrix, but not so with “nothings.” In the
case of Sartre’s philosophy, not otherwise referred to in these remarks, it seems that because of its postulatory atheism a zero
would appear in the place of God—God’s existence explicitly denied. There is enough of the world in Sartre’s philosophy that
such a device would satisfy the definition of a matrix.
Let us go to the Writings for an improved matrix that relates
man sufficiently to whatever else he should be related to.
Man in the World
The matrix so far has consisted of a single column of three rows.
As the words that name elements in the matrix take on meanings,
so do the relations between the elements of the matrix. As two examples, first Lord may be substituted for God, and then self for
man, respectively:

Lord
man
world

Lord
self
world

Man as self presents questions about personal involvement. The
first law of Divine Providence (DP 73 et seq) which states that
man acts in* freedom according to reason, that is his reason, involves the reader or philosopher himself. He himself becomes the
object of study and of his relations to the Lord and the world.
Once begun on this path of thought, we see distinct realities
within unities. For example, with respect to what is Divine on the
first row we think Love and Wisdom. Thus an expanded matrix
appears with corresponding distinctions in the rows of man and
the world:

Love
will
heart

Wisdom
understanding
lungs
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In rethinking from what is taught in the Writings about the
Divine, this expanded matrix can be further expanded for greater
completeness as we think Love, Wisdom, Use. Hence the following
matrix:

Love
will
heart

Wisdom
understanding
lungs

Use
doing
bodily life

The relations downward in each of the columns may be thought
of as creation. Whereas the way upward, or the relation for example from bodily life in the world to doing according to the spiritual man as to his will and understanding, is directed toward use.
Thus the way upward describes regeneration. This also is creation.
It is the creation of the spiritual man. The opening sentence of the
detailed description of will, understanding and use in Part V of
Divine Love and Wisdom contains the words “something shall
now be said of the creation of man” (DLW 358).
This three column matrix may be called the matrix of man in
the natural world, that is, the matrix of realities in each of the
three degrees—Divine, man and the world respectively. It is the
matrix of truth for man as he lives in the world. Since truth is
involved, what is spiritual in man enters the content of the matrix
as we examine what it is that composes each of the elements.
Consider doing for example.
Broadly speaking doing in the third column as it concerns man
refers to the performance of uses. “. . . loving uses and doing
them from a love of them is distinct from the love of what is man’s
own . . .” (DLW 426). Thus there are relations across the row of
man relating his will and understanding to doing. There are also
relations upward and outward from man when these loves of
uses are “not for the sake of self” but for others. So the matrix of
truth becomes even further infilled with content as the aspects of
doing are examined. Doing has relation to faith and charity. As
the instruction grows, one learns that faith is to understand truth
and charity is doing the truth. (DLW 428).

Man

as to

His Spirit

As was indicated, the matrix of three rows and three columns
brings forth both horizontal relations within each row as well as
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vertical relations from one row to another. Spiritual things become evident: along rows to bring about unities, and between rows
to thought about correspondences. Further, things other than those
explicitly recognized become important; faith and charity are
examples.
Both the reduced matrix of Dewey and the incomplete two
column matrix of Buber in his criticism of Kierkegaard can now be
regarded for what they are in themselves within a larger content,
where man—as he is in himself and as related to God and to the
world—becomes closer to being what may be called "the whole
man.”
Even the relations of man to the world as described by Dewey
contain elements of truth. Yet the loves or will directed solely to
sdf and the world are evil. In a more complete matrix it can be
understood how "the love of self and the love of the world by
creation are heavenly ones; for they are loves of the natural man
serviceable to spiritual ones . . .” (DLW 396) or, as they may be
called, "secondary uses” (DLW 419).
So referring again to Buber’s criticism of loving God alone, as
he says, there must be other loves. To repeat:
"In order to come to love,” says Kierkegaard about his renunciation of
Regina Olsen, ‘I had to remove the object” That is sublimely to misunderstand God . . . God wants us to come to him by means of Reginas he has
created and not by renunciation of them.14

Thus—whether the relation involved is named “dialogue” or
"between man and man,” or "marry Regina,” or “I-Thou”—man
does not stand alone on the second line. Man is related to other
men. When the first Great Commandment is applied exclusively,
what is lacking is charity. And charity immediately suggests faith.
Faith is what is known and thought. Truth is spoken of as faith
when it is known and thought. Our attention is called to both a
vertical and a horizontal relation in the heading of Divine Wisdom
142. “Truths of faith have regard on the one hand to the Lord, and
on the other hand to the neighbour.”
The neighbor, in agreement with Buber’s critique, should appear in the row of man. Yet Buber’s critique by itself, as noted,
does not lead to a matrix. But this is the case when the heading
quoted is explained. The first sentence in Divine Wisdom 142 is,
14 Buber,

Man and Man, p. 52.
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AH truths have regard to these three things as the universal objects of
truth; above oneself, the Lord and heaven; round about oneself the world
and neighbor, and beneath oneself the devil and hell.

Thus, simply stated, when the world as it refers to the world of
mankind moves up alongside of man it becomes neighbor—other
men. And to complete the array so that it has no blank places, and
no zeros, we have

God
man
devil

heaven
neighbor
hell

So we have a matrix that places man as to his spirit within the
spiritual equilibrium between heaven and hell and alongside of
neighbor.
Epilogue
The appearance of the two matrices, “man in the world” and
“man as to his spirit” respectively, is only the beginning of what is
available in symbolical form in the rectangular arrays of realities
we have called matrices. In a sense the matrix is nothing more
than a way of calling attention to certain “series” as that term is
so often used in referring to the Writings. Hence there are many
examples of matrices: a life matrix, a matrix of light, one of creation, etc,
The life matrix illustrates how there may be more than three
rows:

Divine: God is Man, and the Divine Love and Divine'
Wisdom is His Life and from His life, (DLW
400)
man: ... love, and out of love the will, and out of the
will the heart, strive unceasingly towards the
human form (ibid.)
body: the life of the body is called “substitute life”
natural matter: molecules and stones are in motion.
Examples: radioadtvity; NHs activity used to
regulate “atomic” docks
Natural science concerns itself only with the last two realities.
Naturalistic philosophy follows with the judgment that they are
the only realities.
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Matrix of tight
' Divine: The Lord as a sun. The wisdom of the under-'
standing is from the light that proceeds from the
Lord as a sun (DLW 406)
man: The light of the understanding. The will’s love,
without the light of the understanding, sees nothing and is blind (ibid.)
world: Light of the sun. Sight of the eyes. But without
the light of the understanding even the bodily
sense would be blind and blunted (ibid.)
The relation downward from the Lord to man is explicitly
expressed within the wording of the matrix. What is related between man and the world which is analogous to perception of truth as a property of love in the understanding may be
brought forward by examination of the meaning of looking as
compared with seeing.
The above. is sufficient to illustrate the variety of series or
matrices available. Although the content of this matrix appears as
prose, written as a symbol it emphasizes superior and inferior relations according to degrees, that is, as related also by correspondences or causes and effects, while elements in the same row hold
before us distinctions within unities. Elements in the row of the
Divine are “distinctly one.” In the rows of created realities there
is a striving to unity in use. This illustrates the words “man is so
created that. . . .” (See below for further references).
And now that the subject of correspondences has been mentioned, let us conclude with a matrix on correspondences:

Heaven and the Grand Man of Heaven corresponding to
what is Divine
Correspondences of the Grand Man of Heaven and the
human body
All things of the universe correspond with all things of
man (DLW 52)
If in the first row we substitute: The heavenly kingdom presents
the form of one man, for the reason that all things correspond to
the Only Lord, that is, to His Divine Human . . . Who alone is
Man (AC 3741), we come back to the first matrix as “words
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only”: God, man, and world which now adopts the following
content:
Man
man
world

Creation Matrix
' God is uncreate but appears as Lord and the Word
Something shall now be said about the creation of man
. . . (DLW 358)
Nature was made to be in complete concord with heaven
(WE 914)
In this series the emphasis is on the creation of nature and on
“man is so created that. . .
The “so that . . .” is answered
many times in the Writings. See below, for example, the comment
on striving to unity in use.

Image Matrix
God
man is image and likeness of God
All things have been created, in a certain relation to
man, also with respect to the kingdoms: animal, plant
and mineral

The image and likeness as expressed in Genesis is added to in
the Writings where the understanding and will of man are
described as being image and likeness respectively. When scientists acknowledge the entire matrix of realities and man as appearing between God and the world, the image and likeness of the
natural kingdoms appears in some detail.
Subject Matter Matrix
' Divine: Study of the Word. Theology and Religion
man: .... philosophy is true philosophy when it is in
accord with. . . . The Divine Word
“Moreover there is such a philosophy; for in
itself philosophy is such,” (WE 914)
world:
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